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Y~~ ~ctivists

in City,
Paint the Town:
Right on Walls
'
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· ByLyndaSparber ~.,·
number ·between ten and fifteen.
On dark nights when children One .9f, t..h~ 'Yilll ·painters, herein
are sleeping and t.he latewmd~ie is caUe~.'~?,Q~ said, however, the
giving way to Earl Nightel\~ale, group. welcomes the. work of
what is probably the last baqd of otherwall,.cht9ota~&;;
· ..
activists in the city hitS \ the
'W\~Q iii (a ~eason why the
street with cans of spray paint to slogans such as "U.S. out of
spark the .citizenry's political Angola," and "Gayr~{ves"! appear
awareness.
~
'nhT•r"t;t\flft
...!·~, r. SC'.·•
~~'k' ~ .\ ,, ·~ .,
. ·.facilitieS
Their targets are the wall~ of ,.~
~ . otig11but'' the c1ty"' "We're
Public Service Company's (PS.C) careful about choosing walls," Q
sub-stations and blank billboa.r- : said. "We don't put anything up
ds, among others, and their ' on. private persons'· or small
messages run the gamut ...from businesses' walls."
U.S. military policy to sexual
The paintings usually appear
liberation.
9n walls belonging to monopoly
One billboard, on 2nd Street corporations, but are not limited.
and Lead, gives the audience a to these. When Okie's started
choice of causes. The sign states asking for a cover charge, their
simply: U.S. out of...
ad stipulated "foxy ladies'' would
-a. Angola
~~,;~··get in free. The ad stirred the
-b. Chile
wall painters to spray paint
-c. Canal Zone
·"SEXIST" in large letters on the
..... d. New Mexico
back wall ofthe bar.
-e. All of the above.
A billboard depicting a woman
The group does not represent dem\)rely purring, "If you've got
·.a mass movement, those involved the salt, we've got the Sauza,''
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was also labeled ..sexist" by the tries to make its sub-stations
group. "It was· using a woman to · "esthetically pleasing to the
sell alcohol," Q said.
area," and that the ''graffiti is not
Frank Van Gundy, public af- part ofthe architecture!'
fairs employee lor PSC, said the
The graffiti artists have had a
graffiti is 61obviously undesirable. few close calls when police tur·
It's defaci~g the property any ned down the street or aJley by
way you look at it. Naturally we
don't like it,"
Van Gundy stressed. that PSC
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Monday, March 22, 1976

·Wait for Lower Drinking Age

-

Regents Stall· Campus· .Bar Idea
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By Marit S. Tully
UNM's Regents voted Friday to wait until the
drinking age in New Mexico is lowered before considering support of a UNM rathskeller.
ASUNM President Alan Wilson had asked the
Regents to support ASUNM's efforts to gain approval from the Albuquerque City Council of ser,
ving liquor on campus.
Wilson said Regent support would make it
easier to get city council approval and would only
be one step in the overall pl;mning of a rathskeller.
Any proposed liquor serving facility within 300
feet of a school must have city. council approval
before obtaining a liquor license from the state,
Wilson said.
Although Wilson said it would be wise to anticipate the lowering of the drinking age, UNM
President William-Davis worried that the Univer~
sity would be "flying in the face of legislat!ve _in·
tent" by pursuing a rathskeller before the drankang
age was lowered.
Davis said UNM .. needs a climate of public support" because 35 to 40 per cent of its students a.re
below 21 years of age.
· .. .
Wilson said, ''We need to take the postbon as a
leader rather lban as a reactor to the legislature.
The Regents and the administration could indic~te
they have faith in the students."
A motion by Regent Albert Sirnms proposing "a
policy that al~oholic beverages not be sold or served on the University campus" died lor lack of a
second.
Simrns said he thought UNM could get along
just fine without liquor on campus but if approved
in the future, facilities should be the same for both
faculty and students.
··
Also approved during the meeting were:
· -A $175,000. loan to the UNM Lobo Club frorn
University · trust funds for improvements 'to
UNM's football field, adjoining grass areas, "track
· · and runways, to be paid back in six equal. annual
payments inel~ding interest. Regent Calvtn. Horn .
.said .the i~provements would enable the booster

!Continued on r111 ge 61

Arts and Sciences
Adds 25 Full- Time
Positions Next Year

Ne\N Mexico
J;

the painters, but none have een
caught yet. The ominous "Oppressed" on the sub-station wall
on Silver and Cornell was only
part of a slogan which was halted
when a patrol car stopped a block

Regent Albert Simms
club to point at something concrete to show how
money was spent, which would encourage more
donations.
-Plans to remodel the anthropology lecture hall
into one 190·seat and two 75-seat classrooms.
-A tuition increase for the School of Medicine
fr~m $630 to $720 per year for in-state students
and from $1500 to $1860 for out-of-state.
-A master's degree program in .nursing to be
lunded initially by the Kellogg Foundati~n and
other outside grants.
--A contract with the University of Houston to
provide four New Mexicans with places in its optometry program.
.
. ..
.
-Re-election of Calvin Horn as Regent
president, Austin Rt~oerts as vice-president, an~
Henry Jaramillo, Jr. as secretary-treasurer.
--Reappointment of Professor Albert R. Lopes
as director of the Portuguese Language Institute
uritil July 30,1976.
·
-Faculty contracts and leaves •

By Jo l ..opez
The College of Arts and Sciences was allocated 25-and-a-half new
full-time equivalent (FTE) staff membc.rs as the result of the efforts
of UNM's legislative team in Santa Fe, said Arts and Sciences
Associate Dean Robert Jesperson.
Jesperson said 51 positions were allocated the entire University,
the other 25 and a half will be divided up among the other coJJeges. He
said Arts and Sciences is in .. worse" need of additional faculty since
the college "gets the bulk of students wanting a liberal arts education.
The other colleges tend to be professional colleges, the students
taking those classes with a goal in mind/' Jesperson said.
After compiling a list of the 20 largest classes offered by Arts and
Sciences, cJesperson found that the classes ranged from an enrollment
of 814 (a section of General Psychology II) to 219 (a beginning anthropology and a General Physics cJass).
[!espite the increase in staff,
Jesperson said the college could '
use four times as many as its new
allocation. He said UNM is con$iderably behind other colleges
in its liberal arts faculty and its
proportion to the number "'·or
students enrolled in liberal arts
courses.
"If the legislators want classes
small enough for personal con·
tact with students, they must
reaJize that the faculty is
needed." He said the new staff
may cut class of 500 to 250, but
when a class enrollment gets into
the 80s and 90s, it is sUII unlikely
that students can be "known as
human beings.';
He said there are some depart.iJiiL ..
ments with as many as 10 courses
'
·
Lobophoto
which have enroJimentsof more
Robert Jesperson
than 80.
The purpose of the legislative team, helided by UNM President
William Davis and University Relations Director Bill Weeks, was to
get the staff needed to reduce the size of these large classes, Jesperson said. He said there is a possibility Arts and Sciences may get a
few more than the 51 FTEs alr.eady allocated, if the college's 1976-77
budget can cover them, he said.
.
.
The prolilem now is deciding which departments need the new staff
more. Jesperson has already made recommendations for some of
these, the rest will be recommended by Arts and Sciences Dean
Nathanial Wollman. Approval of these staff appointments will be
made by Vice-President of Academic Affairs Chester Travelstead.
The recommendations for faculty. assignment. is based on four
criteria, Jesperson said. The most important of these is the student
credit hour and faculty FTE ratio, he sa{d. This is the number of
credit hours students take in a department divided by. the number of
. /. ·-- .·"'~··· ·
full-time faculty in that department. ~·
<
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Favored Lawyer Loses
SAN FRANCISCO-The bank
robbery trial of Patricia Hearst
pitted a theatrical million-dollar
lawyer against a low-key,
relative novice in his first major
case.
The novice won.
Hearst's famous attorney, F,
Lee Bailey, and his staff were
virtually vositive she had been
. found innocent when the jury
sent word Saturday it reached a
verdict after only· one-and-a-half
· days of deliberation.
"A quick decision is usually
good news in a trial of this
length,'' safd Bailey.
But the often-cr·iticized
prosecutor, James L. Browning.
Jr., smiled confidently as he sat
down for the verdict.
The verdict hinged chiefly on
whether the seven-woman, fiveman jury believed ~earst's story
of being forced in to the robbery
by her Symbionese Liberation
Army kidnapers, but ai least one
juror commented on the lawyers.
"Personally, I like Bailey; but
at times I thought he got overdramatic," said Philip Crabbe,
35, a post office employee with
three children and a wife who is
an apartment manager.
"I was very impressed with
him, but not to the point where it
affected my thinking. Browning

I
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Inflation Fighter Coupons From

They'll Save You Money!

"Just thin kin •
about those
hot dogs
makes you
hungry."
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By United Press International

Hearst Stunned at Conviction
SAN FRANCISCO-Patricia Hearst, described by her attorneys as
stunned and bitter a't being convicted for the Hibernia Bank robbery,
will go to Los Angeles by midweek for arraignment on kidnaping, robbery and assault charges, U.S. Attorney James L. Browning Jr. said
Sunday.
Miss Hearst spent Sunday in her jail cell, watching television and
being visite~ by her father, Randolph A. ·Hei!rst, youngest sister.,
Vicki, and Dr. Louis J. West, one of the psychiatrists who testified in
her defense.
Defense Attorney Albert Johnson said the 22-year-old granddaughter of publishing magnate William Randolph Hearst spent a
sleepless night and, when he visited her, she wept and complained, "I
never had a chance."
Johnson said she told him: "Unless the jury had Jived through it
like I did, they never could have realized what it was like."

'Only Verdict We Could Pass'
. SAN FRANCISCO-Guilty "was the only verdict we could pass,"
one of the Patricia_Hearst trial jurprs said Sunday.
Philip Crabbe, 35, Oakland, a postal service employee, said one fac·
tor was Miss Hearst's refusal to talk about a "missing year" in
Sacramento during her life underground. Miss Hearst took the Fifth
Amendment 42 times when questioned on the stand about the year
from September, 1974, to September,1975.
"We weren't happy to do it, but it was the only verdict we could
pass," he said. "But I'm not dissatisfied with tl1e verdict."
"The case was discussed pretty well-everything," Crabbe said. "I
don't know how many ballots we took. I didn't keep track. There was
discussion, but nothing earth shattering. We just didn't walk in and
agree. There was some discussion over certain points.''

"Greatest
Steal in
History."

FOR KID9-

FAMILY RESTAURANT
Offer expires 3/28/76

$345.00
plus tax
Sale Price
• True algebraic entry-up to 9levels of parentheses allows problems
to be entered the same way they are normally written
,
• 20 independent addressable memory registers-add, subtract,
multiply or divide any displayed quantity with any memory register
without affecting keyboard calculation in progress
• 10 significant digits- full floating point or selectable fixed point
display with a scientific notation range from 10 "''to 10""
• 23 preprogrammed key functions- trigonometric and logarithmic
functions. powers and roots, factorials, reciprocals. 3 conversions
and pi available directly from the keyboard
• 224 program storage locations- placed In learn mode, calculator will
remember up to 224 calculations steps and numbers ... to be repeated
on command
• 10 user-defined keys/72 user defined labels- while any portion of a
program may be called by an absolute address number, user defined
keys and labels permit quick identification and callout of any
pertinent program segment desired
• 10 different decision commands and 5 flags-programs to make
repetitive decisions and branch to appropriate program segments
automatically wilhout program interruption
• 2 separate methods of indirect addressing
• 8 pre programmed condition statements
• Permanent program storage on magnetic cards- buill-in magnetic
card unit stores up to 224 program steps on a single•card
• Features bright, 14-character display-10 digit mantissa, 2-digit
exponent, 2 signs
• Fully portable-operates on fast rechargeable battery pack or
AC adapter/charger
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New SR56 Manual Programmable
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Now froniTexas Instruments ...
The SR-52 - three machines in one: Solves pre-recorded
problems. Solves problems you record. And works like an
advanced professional calculator.

Offer Expires March 28
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The Closest Flower and Plant store to UNM.

•

Texas Instruments

years," Bailey said several weeks
ago commenting· on Browning's
recent lack of trial practice.
Hearst's defense team respected the work of Browning's
assistants, but frankly held him
in low regard as a lawyer-until
his final argument, when he marshaled his facts in a manner that
impressed almost everyone.
Browning said, "I have nothing
but sympathy for her. I hope she
can straighten her life out. I
think she can."

.

3424 Central S.E.
266-9296

Car Wash

CD

~

With
. Any Fish Or Chicken Order

(Corner of Morningside & Central)

11 a.m.· 10 p.m., Sun.-Thurs. & 11- midnight, Friday & Sat.

at times didn't seem that well
organized. but he came across
well."
A
lanky,
easygoing,
mustachioed man who wears
almost prim glasses and has a
wardrobe considerably less ex·
pensive than Bailey's, Browning
frequently made what appeared
to be legal boners, but not even
the defense regarded him as
malicious.
"He's a nice guy, but he just
hasn't had his bristles honed for
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Ground Beef Dinner

Special

(.HOLMAN'S, INC.)

76

Quality Products for the world of
Science & Engineering

401 Wyoming Blvd. NE 265·7981
Store Hours M-F 8-5:30 Sat 8:30-4:30

Frentll Frie!l

Onion Rings
Toasted French Bread •
Crisp Lettuce Salad
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Eldridge Cleaver· & The Zionism Resolution

Letters
fditorials
Opinions

Perspective

Daily Lobo

Editor:
I have obtained the famous
statement made by Eldridge
Cleaver upon returning to the
U.S. from his e:~;ile in Algeria. As
you recall, in November the
LOBO published 'an article by
Samir Ka:;sicieh on the UN
Resolutirm Condemning Zionism.
I think that nothing would be as
educational to both our students
and faculty than the statement
made by a former radical who
tasted the life in an Arab country
and .changed his mind about the
whole thing as a result of his bit·
ter experience. Accordingly I am
asking ,you to publish the
statement made by Mr. Cleaver
in full:
Micka Gisser

~-··--:::;,::------:::-"--;-:-------------·-----'------:----~-----'

Case Against
The Faculty
Part I
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The most common misconception students hold ·about University
?: .governance is that puwer omanatos from the top. Ask any student the

~ que~tlon of "Who runs UNM?,:' and the answer is foretold. "William
Dav1s does."
..;
Nothing could be farther removed from truth. The peculiar nature of this
a; University, and of most in the year 1976, is that the power brokers come
~ from down below.
'
·
P.. . A f?rmer dean of the University of Chicago, Ralph Tyler, described the
S1tuat1on best. Asked to summarize his leadership, Tyler said, "I am the
man in the white suit with a broom and pan. My job is tO follow after the
circus, to tidy up after the elephants."
~he ~lephan~s, in this case, are known by most as the faculty. While
u_nJVe~slty pres~d~nts parade about b~nning pude dances or speaking, to
K1wan1s clubs, 1t 1s the faculty who Still claim the right to set the University's course.
As a group, they pick textbooks (how many students have had to buy
their professor's latest offerinfJ?l, establish course requirements, dole out
gr?dos, ~ncourage their favorite studonts, discourage the rest, and determme Which of thei~ peers will teach -and which will be denied the right.
Faculty members are hardly ogres. In fact, most of them singly are sensitive individuals who treasure other humans as much as th~y value
knowledge. Their problem, and the major problem confronting University
students, is that the faculty have allowed power to get the best of them.
. We have no com~lain! with faculty bodies assuming control of their
nghtful share of Un1vers1ty governance. We complain loudly however
about the present situation. Why?
'
'
Because, as students, we are still being shunted aside. The autocratic
Universi~y ~residents of yesteryear . have simply . been replaced by
autocratic cl1ques of faculty today. The students have yet to be heard.
If the faculty are not ogres, then students are certainly not children.
!h~y have made the co~scious choice of attending the University. Now it
IS t1me they were perm1tted to make some conscious choices about the
University,
At UNM, there are several immediate changes which can be made.
There is now a proposal (under consideration by the faculty) to expand the
powers of. the Student Standards Committee. The proposal asks' that
Student Standards be allowed to hear cases brought by students against
irresponsible faculty. We urge passage of the proposal.
We also urge the faculty to individually examine their own· classroom
behavior and to try to alter It-to allow students to be heard as adults.
Why not have students involved in picking textbooks, for instance? You
have nothing to lose but the royalties.
"

z

by Garry Trudeau
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Editor-in-Chief
Orlando R. Medina
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Unsi{)ned ed1torwls tepnrsent a
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Group R'esponds To Woodhouse Opinion
Editor:
In
response
to
Charles
Woodhouse's defense of the
"Publish or Perish" requirement for
faculty tenure, Students for a Voice
in Tenure Decisions would like to
make their position on this
requirement clear. ·

First, we would like to point out
the distinction between research
and publication.
We believe research is a valid
and desirable criterion for
evaluation of faculty members. It is
indicative of their ability to add and

.

Editor:
The persiste nee of the apparently serious article on the poor
quality of the food at La Posada has
changed my initial amusement into
hostility. The complaints raised can
hardly be countenanced except by
other youths who are equally inexperienced in the realities of feeding
oneself. Yet even the grossest la'ck
of contact with the outside world
cannot excuse these ridiculous
claims made by those who are

scraping the bottom of the barrel
when t~ey single out La Posada as
a target.
I find the demand to live in a darmitory and not purchase a meal
ticket particularly stupid. Even were
the Housing Office to install communal kitchens (don't tell me you
really want, expect, or think you
need private kitchens), I can only
laugh when imagining what you
will be able to buy for the amount
of money you pay at La Posada. Or
perh~ps you would prefer to eat
off-campus?
When you try to find a typical La
Editor:
I attended a talk presented by a Posada breakfast of eggs, meat,
woman named Han Suyin about fruit, doughnuts, gallons of milk;
U.S.-China relations. Toward the coffee, and orange juice, you may
end of the question and answer have a rude introduction to free en·
session a fellow in the audience terp~ise, when you notice that your
asked a question about casualties bill will be much closer to $3.25
resulting from the Cultural than the La P.osada price of $1.25.
Surely you cannot failed to have
Revolution of Mao Tse Tung.
Since everything that had been noticed the daily ads in the LOBO
said all evening favored Mao, and for the Hippo's Ice .Cream "conseemed to me to do so rather un- tinental breakfast" of expresso,
critically. I was pretty disappointed orange juice, and a croissant for
when the speaker simply referred $1.25?
the questioner to a book written by
Probably the best m~thod to
the speaker. I, for one, didn't intend quell these complainers is to·
to cure my ignorance by reading "allow" them to eat off-campus for
the speaker's book; a brief answer a semester. There is no doubt in my
would have satisfied my curiosity.
mind that it would take one
This minor episode was un- semester, at the very most, to give
fortunate because it left me with' them a different perspective on La
strong. reservations about the Posada's food. It's easily the best
speaker's objectivity. On second buy in Albuquerque, and the conthought, maybe it wasn't so un· venience for a serious student can·
not be overrated.
fortunate after all ...
Clarence l:dward Keys
Cindy McCarver

Photo Editor
Miguel Gandert

News Editor
John Rucker

Arts & Media
Terry England

Copy Editor
Susan Walton Joseph Donnelly
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apply new and relevant material to
their area of study. Without research, it is impossible to develop a
responsive and adoptive attitude
which reflect:; the dynamic and expansive'world in which we live.
This, we believe, is essential to
competent and creative teaching

Reality. Of ·Feeding Oneself.· ~~n·:;i~~~~~iete·· ·are

Managing Editor
Michael O'Connor

Features Editor
Mike Gallagher

*

*

Two· aspects of the recent UN
resolution labelling Zionism as
racist both shocked and surprised
me. Shocked because of all the
people in the world, the Jews have
I')Ot only 'suffered particularly from
racist persecution, they have done
more than any other people in
history to .expose and condemn
racism. Generations of Jewish
social scientists and scholars have
laboured long and hard in every
field of knowledge, from anthropology to psychology, to lay
bare and refute all claims of racial
inferiority and superiority. To comdemn the Jewish survival doctrine
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Editor's Note: All letters and
opinions, especially those not in
accordance with the policy, are
subject to a space available basis.
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upon the truth.
Sec.ondly, I am surprised that the
Arabs would choose to establish a
precedent condemning racism
because it can so easily and
righteously be turned against them.
Having lived intimately for several
years amongst the Arabs, I know
them to be amongst the most racist
peopl!'l on earth. This is particularly
true of their attitude towards Black
people. No one knows this better
than Black Africans living along the
edges of the Sahara.
Once while travelling through
Bamako, Mali, the cab driver flew
into a rage when we asked him to
take us to the Algerian Embassy.
When he learned that we actually
lived in Algeria, he concluded that
we were crazy. "Man," he said
irritatedly, "don't you know that
the Arabs still have black slaves?"
He was right, although I didn't f.ind
it out until later. Many Arab families
that can afford to, keep one or two
black slaves to do their menial
labour. Sometimes they own an entire family. I have seen such slaves
with my own eyes. Once I pressed
an Algerian official for an explanation of the status of these
people, and he ended up describfng
a complicated form of indentured
servitude. The conversation broke
up when I told him that it was
nothing but a ,hypocritical form of
slavery.
I have the .deepest sympathy for
the Palestinian people in their search for justice, but I see no net gain
for freedom and human dignity in
the world if power blocs, because
of their ability 'to underwrite

sagging economies for a season,
are· able to ram through the UN
resolutions repugnant to human
reason and historical fact.
The combination of Communist
dictatorship, theocratic Arab dictatorships, and economfcally
dependent Black African dictatorships are basically united in
their opposition to the democratic
forces inside their own borders.
This gives them a lot in common
and lots of room and motivation to

wheel and deal amongst themselves. But it is not a combination
deserving of respect by people
from countries enjoying democratic
liberties and traditions of freedom.
It is a combination that must be
struggled against.
But it seems to me that the
Western democracies, the United
States above all, are so guilt-ridden
because of their past history as
colonizers that they now swallow
hook, line, and sinker, every half-

baked argument emanating from
the wise men of the General
Ass~mbly.

I believe that the time has come
to reexamine the credentials of all
the members·· of the General
Assembly. Why should all those little so-called countries with
miniscule populations have a vote
equal in weight to that of the
United States? When such votes
are cast in the wreckless manner of·
the anti-Zionist resolution, it is time
to sit up and take notice.
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Arabs Respond To PLO Incident

Editor:
Much 'has been said about the Palestine Liberation
Organization spokesman's lecture. on Wednesday
night, Feb. 25, and perhaps much more will be said
again. However, none, at least so far, has attempted
to give a fair coverage at all. In fact, all the articles that
have appeared in the LOBO with respect to the sub·
ject were, to describe them modestly, absurd. The absurdity of the latest one (March 3) is so striking that it
is evident that its author must .have deprived himself
of common sense.
Giving up the hope in that there ought to be here,
somewhere a free honest person that would give a fair
account to the· event, the Arab Student Club has
decided to clear the misconceptions of those who
have knowingly presented them and those who have
irresponsibly done so.·
Basics of journalism, it is hoped, require the
verification of facts before rushing them to the print.
This helps eliminate falacies. It was NOT an Arab Club
member who was involved in the incident toward the
end of the "question-and-answer period." However, it
was the members of the Club who brought the
situation immediately into order and under control.
Neither Is it true that another Arab Club member
involved. It is understood that witnessi
such a

case allows imaginative individuals to see all sorts of
movements and interpret them according to their
moods.
The much exaggerated incident occured when a
man from the audience, opposing the speaker, over·
stepped the obvious boundaries of courtesy by
shouting at the speaker and using profane language.
As the speaker was answering a question he asked,
the man started leaving the hall and shouting obscenely thus provoking the temper of another man
from the audience.
Out in the lobby, the second man got hold of the first by grabbing his shoulders. The man fell and im·
mediately the situation was under control with no in·
jury at all. The intention of the second man was
unknown,
Another point is to be made clear. Any person who
attended the lecture and expected his/her consciousness to be "raised" per se was totally at fault.
Anyway, judging'from the said articles in the LOBO, it
follows that some of those who attended the lecture
did not have any consciousness to start with.
Finally, the Arab Student Club regrets that such an
incident occured. The Club is disturbed to see that
such a minor act dominated the coverage.
Arab Student Club

the. ultimate""

However, the present emphasis
on "publish or perish" results in
equating publication with research.
The difference, a distinct one in· deed, ·Offers a nt,~mber of contradictions to the present tenure
system.
Granted, research is both a
necessary and valid requirement for
excellence in teaching, · but if
publication is a measure of such
research, why does this
requirement suddenly become nonexistent once tenure is attained? If·
research is to be an adequate source of an ever~expanding and inclusive knowledge, it must be
ongoing. Once tenure has been
received, the number of
publications of faculty members
rapidly zooms downward. Does
this mean that after four years of ·
teaching at UNM, faculty members .
cease to expand their areas of
knowledge? No, it simply means
they are no longer hounded by the
administration to publish.
Publication also implies a
deadline which many teachers {as
opposed to faculty membets) find
difficult to meet. 'Their duties as
teachers make tremendous demands on the number of hours available
in a day to research. Unless you are
willing to put your faith in the •
adequacy of publication as a
measure of research, you cannot
claim that publication reflects
either the quality or ability of
faculty members as teachers.
Students for a Voice in
Tenure Decisions
Sports Editor
Harold Smith
Bus·iness Manager
Harry Chapman
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U. Computer DiviSion May Face Changes
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"I am -personally opposed to terplay between the Department
the latter," James Thor!lon, FPC of Electrical Engineering & Comchairman, said. ''There are at puter Science and the Depart·
present approximately six ment of C&IS if it was in th6
faculty members and that essen- College of Engineering.
The other consideration deals
tially makes one o.f those six a
with
faculty. "Faculty should act
dean. It seems t9 me that that's
in
a
collegial manner, trying to
too small to be operated eftalk, get along with and explain
ficiently as a college.
"I believe strongly that it their programs to people who
deserves to be a department, it's aren't in the programs, instead of
a deserving program, but it just talking to themselves, just
needs support from a college and being a closed concern," Thorson
the interplay that a college can said.
"Similarly with promotions,
give it."
tenure
and raises-you need a
The strongest possibility is
that the division will go to the larger perspective than just six
College of Engineering "since people to get the best kind of
James Thorson
they have the other end of the equity across the University," he
If the division is placed in a
computer business (the design said. "It seems to me that when
and building of the computer)," you get into a college you avoid college, there will be very few
that kind of criticism because you changes.
Thorson said.
"It would affect some students
Tlwrson said a great deal "know that the people who are not
would be gained in fruitful in- in the program are also making in that they would have to tranthose evaluations.''
sfer from the division to the
MARCH 22
JESUS WHO?
The division of C&IS is an in- College of Engineering or
Jesus is the one who didn'l
terdcpartmcntal group of people College of Arts. and Sciences,"·
--offer a new religion
who are experts in their field and Thorson said. "But this would in--reveal the mysteries of the universe
teach expertise in the oper~~;tion · volve on!y filling out one form."
--prescribe a regimen or ritual and meditation
of computers. Besides "punching
There would be no curricular
things in," they design programs changes now, and probably none
Jesus is the one who did
and solve problems. They see for the next couple of years. The
-·strengthen the lame
themselves
essentially. as division just approved a
--open the eyes of the blind
teachers of problem solving Baclielor's Degree in C&IS. A
-·preach good news to the poor
techniques.
Master's Degree was approved
(sec Matthew 11: 1-4)

By Sandi Bickel
The fate of the UNM Division
of Comp11ting and Information
Scien~e ('C&ISJ will be decided
by a special ad hoc committee
before the end of this year.
The division was started in
1972 for a three-year term. Now
its future is in the hands of the
full-time faculty members of the
division and three UNM faculty
members from outside the
division who were selected by
the Faculty Policy Committee.
The committee is considering
three proposals. First, that the
division become the department
of C&IS in · the College of
Engineering. Second, the
division become a department of
C&IS in Arts & Sciences. Or
third, that it remain an independent division, which would
practically make it a college.
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Other factors come into play, however. These include the per·
centagc of large classes and small classes in each department, Jesperson said.
Also, the "integrity of the program" is important. "In order to be
viable, a program needs a certain number of faculty and certain areas
need to be covered," he said.
Some departments such as the social sciences are able "to increase
enrollment and still have some form of instruction, which may not be
too good, but is still possible," Jesperson s~id. It is easier to teach
large sections in some disciplines than others and for some classes
such as math, English and languages._it is "essential" to have small
classes because of "the type of instruction," he said.
Dean Wollman is also looking at a University of California plan (the
Mastered Plan J which describes the strength of various programs and
what they need to be a viable program, Jesperson said.
· Jesperson recommended the new allocations go primarily to departments with large lower division courses.
He'f:Jroposed one allocation to psychology, two to history, one to anthropology, a half to sociology, one to biology, one to political science
· ·
and one to economics.

:
•
:
e
:
•
:

As for monetary changes, the
budget currently given to the
division would make an extra
stop by going through the dean
before going to the division.

... G rafitti
{Continued from page 1)

away.
Q said, however, that it
probably didn't matter if the
message was interrupted since it
was too long for the wall to begin
with.
The group shows humor in its
work in such ways as changing
"S.LA Lives" to "LBJ Lives." Q
said plans for future displays
now include using more color and
stencilled art prints. The mother
and child on the Silver PSC wall
was taken from a photograph in a
book on Angola.
Places for slogans are chosen
also for durability. Billboards
sponsored by Mark-ham, for
example, are generally shunned
because the scene changes too of·
ten. Also, the base of the signs
are 12 feet off the ground. A sign
on Presbyterian Hospital stating
"Poor not allowed here" lasted
only six hours.
Mountain Bell Telephone has
not been neglected, either. The
wall around the parking lot on
Copper and Montclair says "ITT
out of Chile."
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SPECIALIZING IN REPLACEMENT
PARTS FOR

Toyota .. Datsun
Porsche- VW
Complete Volkswagen "'Machine Shop

lf!'liM Jtang Gilding Club mcl•ls torla~·. 7 (t.m ••
rm 23J.lJ, S\'0.
•
1-}v('r)'one is inVitt>d to lhl' nt•Xl planning
mN•ting of th£> April 17 '',Joh~ Not War" d('mOn·
stration, Tul'sday, 7 p.m. at llright!i Community
Ctr •• 823 JluE."na Vist.a SE.
Blut• Kf:ly mC'l'tS Tu<•sday, 7 p.m •• rm 231 D.

st•n.

~turiC'nt Publit·afions Board mC'cts Tursday.
4:~JOp.in.,rm
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10% Discount With This Ad

Programs have included an · During school year '74-'75,
alcohol related offense class in figures show an average of 61 per
cooperation with municipal cent of Gallup Branch students
judges, letter writing and basic were Indian. For the summer
grantsmanship
workshops, term, 70 per cent of the 533

Highest percentage of Indian
students enrolled in the branch
college was 77 per cent during
the summer session of 1973 when
326 of the 426 students were In·
dian.
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Rupert Trujillo

unn Jll•rrnn

Pop open a cold can
first chance you get.
Take a taste of the bold one.

Facilities thePe consist of
Gurley Hall, occupied since May,
197 4, and Lions Hall, part of the
original gift by the Gallup Lions
Club when the branch opened in
1970.
Classes have also been held in
outlying communities of Crown~~

:ili(OO <t:J@If:ll~'nrili...
~li!F' rgJ~~W'.!iv'."'

lnconw TtBC Msistnnrc ror UNM students,

Th(' orrirP or Rest•llfCh :Htd Consumer Aftnirs
nt•t'dS legitimate complaints ahout r.re:r.mcrchants
·and landlords bC!fore we inn .:ict. Come by rm 248t
SUB or call 271·5605, Mon-Fri, So..m. to 5p.m.

2935 Monte Vista NE 265·3681

Percentage of Indian
population in McKinley County,
which includes Gallup, ~uni
reservation and part of the
Navajo reservation, is 88 per
cent.

At Gallup, Director Calvin
Hall has a staff of eight, faculty of
eight full-time instructors and 20
part-time lecturers.

ft'll. 4 lhrough April 13. Phone for itppointment.
277·5020. 1815 Roma SE. tChir1tl'lo Studies)

Pruhlt•ms with Studr.'nt IIciillh fnsurafitt·
fi•ims? Coni"< I ORCA, 2·18, sun or 277-5605.

307 W. BEAVER AVE', STATE COLi.EGE, PA. 16801

students were Indian.

point, Pueblo Pintado, Borrego classes in role of the counselor,
Pass, Thoreau, Zuni, Lake Valley counseling techniques, special
and Navajo.- In addition, the counseling . pr9blems,
branch has cooperated with management concepts, small
UNM's College of Education in business taxes, marketing and
programs at Ramah, Sanostee, accounting and a Navajo Youth
Shiprock, Crowpoint and Cuba.
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation pr?gram.

-~

It is itnpt•rativ(' thM nll prC'R«nt ann prospt>rtivc
tni:'mh£>rs of Studt>lit Jlcntth Board con tad Mike
Btnttvidto?.at SlUdl'lil Gov. ofr\t;C', 277·5528.
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By Twila Roller
Both branch colieges of UNM
have spring semester enrollmen·
ts of more .than 1000 each, Dr.
Rupert Trujillo, director of the
division of continuing education
and community services, said
Monday.
The Gallup Branch, which
opened with an enrollment of 95
in the summer of 1970, has an
enrollment of 1015 compared to
861 for spring of 1975. Previous
high was 881 during the '75 fall
semester.
The Northern Branch, which
has recently moved from
Espanola to nearby Santa Cruz,
has an enrollment of 1174, fifty
more than last spring and 20
more than fall1975. This includes
figures for satellite centers in
seven p arti c i pa tin g ·school
districts of Pajoaque, Penasco,
Questa, Tierra Amarillo-Chama,
Ojo Caliente, Espanola and Los
Alamos.
The Northern Branch has been
in operation since July 1, 1973.
Rapid enrollment incrcases.have
been attributed to: low tuition
($14 per credit hour), low
student-teacher ratio (20.7 to 1),
convenience, UNM accreditation
and transfer, increased community exposure, anticipation of
degree programs and increased
past
participation · from
traditional students.
''We expect that many of these
students will transfer to UNM,"
Trujillo said.
A breakdown for the spring
semester of 1975 showed 250
students. at Espanola, 327 at the
satellites and ·447 at Los Alamos.
Thirty courses were taught at
Espanola, 22 at the satellites and
35 at Los Alamos. During the
summer, courses dropped to
seven, five and seven, respectively.
Dr. Eugene P. LeDoux is
director. An additional 12 persons make up the non-teaching
staff. Of 51 instructors, 23 have
Ph.D.'s .

Th(' ATM Busint•ss Club will b!' -providing

Gay women gatherihg ,at JuniJlt'i', Tuesday.
8:!5, rm 1055, Mesa Vista. 277·2564.

WAREHOUSE i
814-237-5990

There would be no staff
changes. The same people would
be doing the same job. They
would simply be. under a different administrative structure.

p.m .. nn 231 .fl. st:n.

liST SALE •
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$650 $422 e
$53o $344 :
$430 $279 •
$35o s221:
$260 $169 •
s2oo $134 :

PHONE ORDERS ACCEPfEo,

two years ago.
"One of the changes that was
feared, but is obviously not going
to take place, is that the C&IS
students would have to take, for
instance, the uniform first year
for engineers in the College of
Engineering. C&IS students
would not have to do that," he
said.
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New A&S Positions

Branch Colleges Increase Enrollments

St\1dcnt Health Center nc('ds cruttllcs. Plcast>
rf:'!turn lhose thitt haw ht-cn checkNI t1Ut.
Gnrt'C•r SN·vir(.•s Co• Spcc!Ill Rt•rruitlng 8Vl•rtl
tor Educntors 1 April 8-9. Sign·llP for intcrvfrws
beginning March 10, rm 2131, Mestl Vfstn South.

Pt•litions ·for ASUNM St'Jilltorial,

virt•·

ptt•.sid('nti:tl and pn•sidfmtial rnndidary ava:ihthll"
in ASttNM olfice rm 242, Rt'll, Petiti~Jn~ dut• Mar
ch 2-1, 4 p.m,

HEW Colh.•Et£' Intrrn 1Jrogram: 30 grad or un
dctgrad:-:·starting Junr 14 for 3 trtonths. Cohl:~ct
!'nul Thomas in Dallas f2l4)729·3145 Of Rt'St>:!.l't'h
Nnlc.< 277--1467.
Las · Cotnpa:hns is. St'lt•rtflig- nt•w tT1<itrthC'rs.
Jurtiors with 41 to 65 hours and a 3.() GPA tnn.v
pirk up ~ppli£'llliot1S. nt th(' Dc:tn of Studt'ntc;' of,
fi('(•, Mesa Vista,. dPadtiM is Mnrrh 22.

fi"rr(' jewelry workshops. Lrnrn tht~ brt:;;irs of
• silver work •I lht• AS!INM Crart< Shop, 4:3\l-5:30
p.m.. , Mondny. Mrtrrh 22·, h<ts(•mt~ilt of tlw St!n.
.Oru.-n to all liNM 51tllclt'nls.
Cointnunlty Cnllt>gl• lhtl:'rmt.'diat(' ('t•ranlfrs still
htt ... Olll'tlings roJ' Wt•dn~:~sdny night class ht•ginning

Mnr<'h· 2·1, 6:30 9:30p.m. {'lass i~ in· St'~sinn for 8

Wt•<'ks.
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No•ody

mak~s

malt liquor like Schlitz. Nobody•.
® 1974 Jos. Sc:!ili!t Stewing Co,, Milw<~ukee iirtdiltller St~~.~ili~~' <
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"Live Oblivion Vol. 2"
~ Brian A11ger.'s 0/ilivion Expres.9
~ RCA/OPL2-1290
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Review by Daniel Gibson
Brian Auger's newest album, a
double LP taken out of a gig at
the Whiskey A Go-Go in
Hollywood, is strong at points
but lacks over·all unil.y and
strength.
Oblivion-here composed of
Brian Auger on keyboards and
vocals; Alex Ligortwood, lead
vocals and percussion; Barry
Dean, bass; Jack Mills, lead
guitar; and Stephen Ferrone,
drums-has turned out some
memorable records from their
conception in 1970, including
their first Oblivion Express that
had Auger, Barry Dean in on
bass, Jim Mullen with guitar, and
ex-White Band drummer Robbie
Mcintosh. This was followed by
A Better Land, th'en· Second
Wind where Ligertwood first
played with Oblivion.
The band went through many

changes in the next few years.
Robbie Mcintosh left and Godfrey Maclean and I, en nox
I,angton joined the group. Next
both Mullen and Ligertwood said
their good-byes. A new guitar
wa's found in Jack Mills and a
fourth album, Closer To It, was
prodtfced. Next to go was
Maclean and a third drummer
was found, Stephen Ferrone, and
Oblivion's fifth album, Straight
Altead, came out. That brings the
show up to the Whiskey gig, ex·
cept that Ligortwood came back
to the group and Langton left.
Whew!
i'his latest album has eight
songs, two to a side.! have a h11rd
time picking favorites but I think
Oblivion works best with music
they write and score. Side A, consisting of "Freedom Jazz Dance"
and "Happiness is Just Around
the Bend," are both songs of
their own making with Oblivion's
distinctive sound, quick racing
songs that pull you bouncing
along in their wake.
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Continental Breakfast
Expresso
Orange Juice
Croissant

$.1.25

Hippo Ice Cream
120 Harvard S.E.
Continental Breakfast
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''he Earth®Split'
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Eurth8 Matf"

l>.1rk brO\\Ii 'lllooth.
...,111d MJI.'t:]C.

"Maiden Voyage," a Herbie
Hancock song, and probAbly
their best adaption of another artist's music on this album, opens
side B. "Second Wind," 'the
second song, is by Auger. Side C
hAs "Whenever YOJ)'rc Ready,"
and another by . Marvin Gaye,
"Inner City Blues." Side D has
"Straight Ahead" by Dean, and
"Compared to What" by Gene
·
McDaniels.
11
Auger s11id that he Wanted to
put together a band comprised of
musicians whose interests was in
developing themselves in all
areas of music, i.e., as instrumental players, composers,
arrangers, recording artists, etc.
The band would have to be a
school, a free environment in
which we could aU contribute our
ideas and which would allow us to
extend
ourselves
to the
maxjmum~"

Ruby Starr & Grey Ghost
Capitol/ST-11427
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*
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Review by Renzo Giromini
Ruby Starr has all the
)( ·ingredients necessary to be a
''star." She looks like a tragic
rock & roller, has a catchy
outlaw-ish name, an~ a strong
voice.
But it doesn't work here. Starr
)( has been produced as a hard rock
screamer, and only as that. No
cut on this record demonstrates
any ability by Starr to control
her vibrato-rich voice. There's no
M turning of phrases, no use of any
emotional nuances. None of the
vocal skills that a Janis Joplin or
a Lydia Pense could convey so effectively.
Ruby may now enter the competition for the "Yoko Ono Mark
of Excellence," first awarded to
Ms. Ono for her vocal work on
side two of Live Peace in Toronto
by John Lennon and The Plastic
OnoBand.
Grey Ghost, Starr's band, (not
my previous '60 Chevy) is
singularly unimpressive. Their
playing conjures a . nightmare
vision of a band hopelessly' trapped in an existence of playing top
40 tunes on tinny-sounding
Japanese
instruments
throughout the Holiday Inn circuit of Southern Tank 1'o_wns. I
would be more specific about
who-plays-what-instrument bad!·
y, but the record jacket has
repeatedly refused to divulge the

Lobo
Review.

identities of the band members.
Grey Ghost employs all the
musical
cliches
that
a
crossbreeding of the
Monkees/Blood, Sweat &
Tears/Led Zepplin would
produce.
.
Hopefully, Ruby Starr will find
a more sympathetic and
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. By 'Joe Donnelly
The Encore Theatre, that
small 142 seat theatre on Central
Avenue, closed its doors last
night to those old and somewhat
strange movie formats.
Bill Warden who was
managing the theatre, said the
present owner sold the theatre
because it was losing money. He
said the new owner will be
showing "B-rated" reruns. Ten"' tatively, the first movie to be
shown by the new owner will be
The Exorcist in Spanish.
The Encore was originally ?.
skin-house but changed its format on April 23, 1975 with the
showing of The Time Machine
The theatre still has an X·
rated movie-ho\)S.!J appearance
with one aisle separating the
seats which were bought from
one of the defunct downtown
bijous (they squeak during all the
good lines) and a screen for 16
;::;ii;;:;:~:;;;r;:r'i!k1?~j!'"77) · mm films. For a while it was the
only place in town where tl'ivia
freaks, old hearts and those
looking:_for an alternative to .

Records
grew t~ t'he point that after' the
departure of Rick Wakeman he
was asked to join the popular
group Yes. After rehearsing with
Yes, he declined. This is probably
where he befriended Jon An·
derson of Yes, who is featured on
this album.
This debut album is 11 concept
called Heaven and Hell and
consists of 43 minutes separat~d
into nine movements. Vangelis
handles all keyboards, percussion, and sundry. They are
the only instruments on the
album excluding the voices of the
aesthetically awakened producer English Chamber Choir.
next time out. Accompanied by a
The first movement starts
different band, with a more with an orgiastic collage of voices
varied production, she could con- and synthesizers. The second
ceivably start to establish her movement features the choir in a
own identity as a singer.
processional chant. The third
movement is featured due to the
presence of Anderson. Anderson
Heaven and Hell
and
Vangelis co-wrote this
Vangelis
movement and it is called "So
RCA LPLJ-5110
Long Ago So Clear." The guest
*
...
*
artist works the lead vocals
Review by George Gesner
Vangelis Papathanassiou is a reminding you of that distinct
sound of Yes. The piece floats in a
new name in the U.S., but is a
mellow fashion.
well established musical genius
in Europe. This prodigy on the .
The next movement of interest
keyboards (recitals at six years is the fifth one. It's a mover with
old) fuses a classical mode of an infernal air (sounding like
music with modern progressive
oriental at times) in the Mike
style. This Greek musician
Oldfield genre. This piece would
collaborated with well known
have fit so well in his Tubular
singing sensation Demis Roussos Bell:; LP. The eighth movement
in 1970 to form the band is a basic underlying Greek OrAphrodite's Child.
thodox church hymn. Vana
Vangelis was the creative for- Veroutis adds her startling
ce behind the group, composing vocals here putting the listener
the music for their three albums: into another world. The comEarth,
L 'Acopoalypse
des bination of Vana and Vangelis
Animaux, and the double album make this the best movememt on
666. Although they remajn the album.
somewhat foreign in the U.S., It takes a few listens to fully aptheir singles and albums ha ve preciate this album, but it is worsold well over twenty million th the investment. There is np
copies in Europe.
question, Vangelis is pure talent.
Papathanassiou's reputation Rate this album B plus.
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. agar Exposes Himself
"Nine On A Ten Scale "
Sammy Hagar
Capi'tol/ST.J1489

*

*

*

Review by George Gesner
Vocalist and part time guitarist Sammy Hagar brCike away from
Montrose to record this debut album. The need to expose himself in
his own spotlight is the reason for this venture.
The album opens with an up to par rocker "Keep On Rockin." It
cites his rock influence, his past and future. Excellent backing vocals
are presented by Shirley Matthews, Venetta Fields, and Maxayn
. . . • ..
. .
Lewis.
"Urban Guerilla" is Montrose revisited even though there are no
other members of Montrose present. It's a piece for "heavy metal Cinderellas." Hagar performs a Van Morrison tune "Flamingos Fly" in
commendable fashion. It shows his vocal expertise in being able to
sing the mellow tune.
"China" is a Robert Welch piece. Welch is a member of the new
band Paris and is the ex-guitarist ofFieetwood Mae, thus Hagar's version will remind you,of Fleetwood Mac. "Silver Lights" is an excellent
cut in. the space rock genre. Tho lyrics and vocals blend to give you
that galactic feeling of misplacance.
· ·
If "Young Girl Blues" sounds familiar, it is; ask Donovan Leitch. It
uses that successful formula of starting out light and slow culminating
into a quicker paced blockbuster.
Sammy Hagar needed this a! bum to establish himself as the capable
vocalist th1lt he is. Rate this alb-um B.
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Brothers, The Day the Earth
Stood Still and Errol l~lynn in
Captain Blood, will line the street
no more. It was a hangout for
many university area residents
who regularly went to sec the old
films while eating popcorn and
hearing the lines they had
memorized from seeing the film
before.
Warden is bitter over the
changing of format at the

General Store

111 Harvard SE ·'JiEj

theatre. ''We were not making
enough money because we were
not able to book bigger movies
and usc effective advert.ising to
promote them," he said,
"No one at the theatl'e h11d a
say in policy making, 1'he owner
very seldom came up here to
talk. His reaction to requests
from the audience was '1'hey
don't know what they want. 1 "
Warden, a movie enthusiast
who uses t.he word movie in
preference to film, said he
preferred old lli.Civies because of
quality. "'rhe thing that im·
presses me is the consistency and
quality. Most of today's .movies
arc not made as well."

LOBO and Albtlque~·que Journal film reviewer Jon Bowman
and ex-Encore regular, said, ' 1I
would have liked to see the En·
core continue, only .I can see why
it failed. They had some great old
films but they might have been
more successful had they been
careful about the turkeys!"

Before·vou
Buy Theirs... Try Ours!

.a••a.E•~" SE-1000
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Interchangeable Type Styles
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current entert.ainment could
flock to.
The theatre had a reputation
for showing .films of the 30's and
40's. Instead of featuring films
with such recent stars as Redford, Brando, and Streisand, the
Encore featured Gable, Cagney,
Lomb11rd, Bogart and Flynn.
The lines of University studen·
ts who lined up to see
Slaughterhouse Five, the Marx

Cartridge Ribbon - Typist
Never Touches Ribbon

"OURS"
ONLY

sass

15" CARRIAGE STANDARD

* Duke City Typewriter Co.
1325 SAN MATEO, NE
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By Davicl Belling
Three first-place finishes
helped carry WAC member
Texas·EI Paso to its third
straight championship at the
NCAA indoor track and field
championships at Detroit on
March 12-13.
New Mexico only scored in the
600-yard run but those seven
points were good enough to tie
for a 10th-place finish. Lobo
coach Hugh Hackett said, "If you
get in the top 10, you're doing
very well."
Lobo Charles Dramiga finished
first in the 600-yard run with a
1:10.58. Teammate
time of
Michael Solomon was fifth in
1:11.28. In the preliminaries
Dramiga had the fastest time and
Solomon the third fastest.
Dramiga said, "The times were
slow, but it was one of the best
races I ever ran." Drarniga who

Free Daytime
Activities
.................................................
PRESENTS
"Desperate llours"
Starring
llumphrey Bogart
Monday, March 22
10:00am & !2:30pm
SUB Theatre

.................................................
Sponsored by ASUNM
and

too the lead with two laps left
said he "ran all out."
Solomon and Dramiga became
ind()or track All-Americans by
placing in the 600-yard run.
UNM's mile relay team of
Dramiga, Solomon, Mel viii
Powers and Robert Nance
finished sixth.
Nance finished seventh in the
long jump. He scratched on two
of his three jumps.
'fh() Lobo two-mile relay team
of Tom Snowdon, Jay miller, Dan
Drury and Jay Quade failed to
qualify for the finals.
JQse LaPorte in the 60-yard
dash and Powers in the 60-yard
high hurdles were eliminated in
the quarterfinals.
UTEP was first with 23 points.
the Miners were followed by
Villanova with 15 and Tennessee
with 145 points. Arizona State,

=

-~
=

On a windswept Saturday afternoon in University Stadium
NCAA champion Texas-E) Paso
blew to victory in a track meet
against the Lobos.
'
Placing firs't in -11 of 18 events,
UTEP had 78 points compared to
New Mexico's 69 points.
points.
Charles Dramiqa

the only other Western Athletic
Conference team to score,
finished in a 19th-place tie with
four points. Points were awarded
for the first five places in eah
event.

UTEP dominated the field
events by outscoring New Mex·
ico 42:20. Mikael Bernhardt was
the only Lobo to win a field
event. He won the triple jump
with a jump of49-11 1/i.

.

the intermediate hurdles by a
wide margin, In the relay the
team of Charles Dramiga, Peter
Gooden, Keith Chavez and
Snowdon beat the team of David
Gaona, Dan Drury, Shane Page
and .Miller by a half second.
In the shot put Hans Alrnstrom
of UTEP was first and two of his
teammates were next. In the
h"i g h .i u m p Miners Hobart
Williamson and Leon Smith tied
for first.

7HA{SNOT

II SKIRT
-7HI/Tts
>tJIJ CAt.:t..

In the other field events UTEP
was not as dominant. Miner Tom
Asare was first in the long jump
and Lobo Bob Nance was second.
In the javelin Tom Cashon of
UTEP was first followed by
Lobos Paul Shoemaker and
David Benyak. Almstrom beat
David Green of UNM by a foot in
the discus. The pole vault was
won by Tim Vahlstrom of UTEP.
He was followed by Lobos Mark
Henderson and Dong Kowalski.
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The 18·25 mph winds affected
the times in many events.
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The UTEP 440-yard relay
team proved too fast for New
Mexico as the Miners won. UTEP
also had the first three places in
the mile run.
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Fro UTEP Arriold Urhries won
the 100-yard da'sh and Paul
Njoroge won the 220-yard dash.
Lobo Jose LaPorte was second in
both races.
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_.I will soon be taking the LSAT Please send

lobi!

8 am to 5 pm
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Debbie Davis had the best
throws in three field events. She·
threw the discus 102 feet, the
javelin lll feet and the shot put
34-9. Other Lobo leaders were
Julie Malone with a leap of 16-1 in
the long jump and Elinie Norcro
cleared 5-l in the high jump.

z

'

Sports

842-6991
.

First-year UNM Coach Barbara Butler said her team "ran
fairly well for the first meet.''
The Lobos were trying to meet
qualifying standards for the
AlA W nationals but failed,

.in the Intermountain Conference.
'l'he 21 team members will be
competing in nine meets this
season. This is the secQnd year
that UNM has had a women's
track te<~m.
Butler said, "The relays are
definitely our strongest event."
She said the Lobos should be
strong in the middle distance and
·distance races also. UNM should
do fairly well in the discus,
Butler said.
Lobo Laurie Gilliland s;tid,
"We have a lot better team than
last year."
B.utler said the women have a
problem because they do not
have enough uniforms and some
of the ones they have do not fit.

<1>

....
....

present UCLA in the NCAA
western regional championship
game on the Bruin's home court
in Pauley Pavilion. UCLA burst
free from the tenacious Wfidcats
The Lobos had the best times
in the waning rnil)utes for the 82- in the 440-yard relay, the four66 victory on Saturday.
mile relay, the 880-yard medley
UCLA
UCLA will advance relay, the two-mile relay and the
the
final
rounds
in 880-yard relay.
to
Philadelphia with its semifinal
match to be against number-one
New Mexico will be competing
Indiana.
Arizona, who beat UNM twice
during the season in two overtime thrillers, got to the deciding
west round with impressive victories over Georgetown and
Nevada-Las Vegas. In the Rebel
game Arizona downed the
nation's top-ranked offensive
team behind the outside shooting
prowess of Herman Harris and
senior guard Jim Rap pis.
Rappis, the Oat's playmaker,
The Test: April10
hurt his heel in the game, and
carne out against the alwaystalented Bruins limping. UA kept
The Review Course:
up with the likes of Richard
Washington and Marques JohnAprilS- 8, 6:00 to 10:00 p.m.
son. The score was tied 58-58
when Washington got hot and led
UNM School of Law, Room 102
his team to a 70-58 lead with. 2:11
remaining.
Students who are serious about their future legal careers
Rappis' ailment definitely was
will want to begin their preparation even before they take the
a major factor in the Tucson
Law School Admission Test. Professional Educators of New
team's loss. Wildcat AI Fleming
Mexico offers a course to help you achieve a higher score on
was superb under the boards,
the LSAT. The course consists of four consecutive nights of
however and was the key cog in
instructiOJ) taught by attorneys and other
preparatory
Coach Fred Snowden's battle
professionals, utilizing an approach technique which far·
plan.
miliarizes the student with the format of the LSAT and the
analytical techniques and methods which can lead to better
scores on the test.
PENM's updated course materials and limited enrollment
policy assure maximum student involvement and an insight
into the latest LSAT developements.
PENM guarantees that if you do not score 600 or above
on the LSAT you may take the course again at no charge.

by Garry Trudeau

RESIDENCE

The Lobos were running in the
First Annual Albuquerque All
Relay Meet. New Mexico was
running unopposed in the university division because none of the
college teams invited deCided to
come. UNM ran in the same heats
as the high schools.

"'
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-·. I wish to enroll for PENM's LSAT Review
Course. Enclosed is my check for $80.00
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WAC champion Arizona made

a good showing against ever-
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By David Belling
The New Mexico women's
track team· opened its season by
turning in the best times in every
relay event as it ran against area
women's high-school teams in
University Stadium on March 13.

Will not be undersold.

.~

BLOOD
•
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LeRoy Bearman, sports editor
of the Albuquerque Journal, let
L.inda Estes, our women's
athletic director, go on the rampage in his column in Sunday
morning's paper .
Estes, in her political role as
, chairperson of the New Mexico
Commission on the Status of
Women, not as athletic director,
wants Attorney General Toney
Anaya to· intervene on behalf of
all the downtrodden women, i.e.
girls, who can't play basketball in
high
school
gymnasiums.
Speaking of the Albuquerque
Public.Schools, Estes said, "I get
a call at least once a week from
someone complaining about the
boys being allowed to use the
gym when the girls are unable to
use the gym.".
However, those of you who
have graduated from APS high
schools will have to disagree with
Estes' weekly callers. There is
usually a girls' gym and a boys'
gym. Boys very rarely play in the
girls' gym. Girls very rarely play
in the boys' gym. Separate, but
equal, you might say. And as an
added note most of the time the
gyms are reserved for the boys'
and girls' basketball teams, not
the average joe anyway.
We have a·men vs. women war
going on in Johnson gym too. The
basketball-prone women wanted
a basket all their own so when
they come in off the windswept
mall on a Friday afternoon they
wouldn't have to wait for' winners
like everybody else. So the intramural department obligingly
gave the women a court (lnd
plastered a big "W" on the northeast goal. The women, says intramural assistant coordinator
Bill Blair, can knock off any man
playing on the hardwood there
when they want to play. .
A possibility: Let's put a big
"L" on an auxiliary gym court for
the little, under 5-10 folks to play
on, and a "T" for the tall on the
east basket. ·

I •

Earn $ 10 a week
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Rampage
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By Harold Smith

Loss to Miners
Kicks Off Season_

Negotiation hurdles and the
water barrier Lobo Jay Miller
FORT COLLINS, Colo.-The l:JNM gymnastics team proved to be took the lead on the last lap of the
the strongest in the conference in optional routine competition, but steeplechase and W{lnt on to vicnot strong enough to bounce back from a poor showing in the previous tory.
night's compulsory .action, handing Arizona State its third straight
A final spurt of speed enabled
WAC title, here Friday.
A youthful Brigham Young team surprised everyone by taking Tom Snowdon of UNM to take
second place, forcing the Lobos to settle for third place, the lowest a the lead in the final 50 yards of
Rusty Mitchell-coached team has ever finished in the WAC meet. The the 880-yard r'un in which he
final team score was Arizona State 400.95, Brigham Young 398.05, barely managed to beat Joe
Gichongeri of UTEP. They both
UNM 3ll4.15, Colorado State 339.50, and Arizoria 331.00.
ASU will now move on to the NCAA championships April 1-3 at were clqcked in 1:56.8.
Temple University in Philadelphia. The strict judging nearly can·
Lobo Lionel Ortega beat his
celled any hope of a WAC team being represented. The Sun Devils
competitors in the three-mile run
needed 400 points to quality .for nationals and wound up with 400.95.
The Lobos did qualify two individuals for the national meet by by almost a half lap. At one point
placing them in the top three at the individual finals held Saturday Ortega kept looking behind to
night. Steve Ortiz, a sophomore, placed second in the all-around find out where the other runners
behind senior Lee Douglas of CSU. Ortiz also came in second in the were.
high bar and third in vaulting. Chuck Walter finished second in the
Running on the inside land
pommel horse behind four-time WAC champion L. J. Larson of
Arizona State. John Berna:] and Doug Day were edged out of going to Michael Solomon won the 440·
yard dash for New Mexico.
nationals. Bernal finished fourth on rings as did Day on high bar.
UNM, usually strong in compulsory routines, found itself with an
The intermediate hurdles and
insurmountable eight-point deficit after the opening round. Chuck
the
mile relay were won by
Wiggins broke his hand in practice last week forcing the Lobos to go
UNM
as no UTEP runners ran in
with only four on each event. When five cornpc:!te the lowest score is
these events. Hector Giron won
dropped from the total, adding depth
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Sports

Lobos Take Poor 3rd

Big Bells
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Daily Lobo

Dram.iga ·NCAA Champ
Texas- El Paso Gets Title;
New Mexico Pl_aces Tenth
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PREGNAN'l' AND NEED HI~J,P? You have frlcn·
dswhocnrc.at Birthright. 247·9819. trn
NEED A RES~r from Mom';-;~·-k-ln~g,-?-Fo_o_t_lo~n"'""g
hot dogs 35 cents, 11·3 Oklo':~. :va1
SOME'J'IMES •rwo HEADS nrc bettor thnn ono.
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LOST & FOUND
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FOUND: SE'l' OF Cur kiJYS 3/9 evening, UNM
Pool. Conl.l1ct llfog\Jnrd, 277 ·2G12. 3/21i
FOUND: CALCUI,ATOit-;.brown cns«J, SUn
cni(Jtcrln, 82)·6191 or 883·2911. 3/26

3.

SERVICES

MMOUS QUJVIRn nOOKSHOP 11nd Photo·;;:;;;:
phy Gallery Is 1/2 block from Johnson Gym on
Cornell. Special order service, trn
PASSJ•ORT, IDE:NTU'ICATION ;hotos. Lowe;i
prkos in town! I~ast, pfetlsing, Ncar UNM. Ctllf
265·2444 or come lo 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. trn
EXPERIENCED 'J')'PIST, Reasonable rates. 292:
1285. 3/23
SUJ'IU~ME TYPING SI~IWI~~2i}s:
4880, 3/26
PHOFESSlONAL TYPIST-:JBM 'selectric.
Gunrnntced accuracy with rensonublc rates. 298
7147. 3/26
.
LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION hlsl April 10.
Prepare now, call Professional Educators of Now
~xico, ,!!~5·4050. 4/5
CONCIUDTE
CONSTJiuc•rioN.. Pa~
sldl•Walks, driveways, etc, Ex·contractor-now
slnff accountant. 266·20011 Pete. Rcasonablel After.
~_:.!~1· 3/22
EXPI-~IUENCEP TYPIST. ·Electric: film -ribbo;,
$.75 per dou ble·spaccd page. 842·6759. 3/22
TYPlNGOFALLtypes, 260·4770.3/26-·--~~-~

-

LEGAl, SJmVICES. UNM Law School Clinical
Program offers legal services for students and
stuff. Furnished by IJUolified low students under
faculty supervision. Availability limited to those
whose assets and Income do not exceed
cstnblishcd guidelines. $2.00 r«Jgistration fcc.
Because or budget cuts and flnnnclnl restrictions,
the Clinical Program has been forced to reduce Its
Intake. 1£ for some reason we cannot provide ser•
vices for you nfler you have contacted us, we hope
you will understand. Call277·2913 or 277·3604 for
Information . and appointments. Sponsored by
Associated Students of UNM. 3/22

UOW DO TJI.EY Do Jt'l Find o11t nt The Diuo
HarCJem Belly Dandng School. Call 255·1967, For
only_!:~ wc~k. you can Jearn how lo do it. 3/26 :
FOR EOI'l'ORIAL ASSlS'fANCE with yo11r
dissertntj(JO, speech, or presentation, call Harvey
Frau!lnglnss, Profcssiomd Comml!nlclltion Ser·
vice, 344·8344. 4/30

4.

FORRENT

UNJ•'URN!SIIED STUDIO Qn ~~~mpu~ 293·7789,
3!22
_
nES'I' UNM 1\PAR'I'Mli!N'.l'S. Spaclou~. nicely
furnished, Carpels, dlshwa~hcrs, pool,
refrigerated air. $145·$170, billa paid. Call
manager 255·2685 or seQ 205·209 Columbia
sm.
3/23
---...
-·
..
FUHNISUED S'l'UDIO AI'AHTMEN'l'-.oo kit·
chen, lovely SE location, very private. '60pcr mo.
or work for your runt. 268-2732, 3/23
ROOMMA '.l'E WAN'l'l!JDI Mule or fcmnle, to share
house. $80/mo., starting April 1. I 1/2 miles froni
campus, 268·8304. 3.;.1_26_~~-~~-~
~~:· parking.

--

5.

FORSALE

S'rEHEO DEPT. Closing all 75 stereo depart·
mcnt. Hccordcrs, components, 8·lracks, en's 40·50
per cent off, while they last. Quality Stereo, :!105
Central NE), 256·3505, 3/22
COI,OH 'l'V. Brand name, big screen, Assume
puymcnts ol $7.00 piJr month. 3105 Central N E,
262·0637' 3/22
SINGEn MACHINE. I,en l-n layaway. N~i
clalmpd. Equipped to bullonhole, zigzag, etc. Pay
$26.00 tind take machine. 3105 Contral NE, 262·
0637. 3/22
ROY AJ, ELECTRIC portab.le typewriter $45, 268·
1591i, 3/22
57 IN'I'. METRO ·vAN. bed, stove, sink, 6 eyl.
}luns good $460. 55 Pont V·8, runs great, looks
_hn_d_,$_2o_o. Davld 8_8:.::1:.::·4. .:.27:.::1.. :. -·.:.::3/:.::2:.::2-~~~.~--__
HECORDS 1'l!E VH,LAGE GREEN, 2227 Lend
SE 1:00·6:00 p.m .. Lead & Yale. Specialize in GO's
rock & roll, 3/23

BICYCLE SALE; French (;jtanes frPm Renault,
$130 lis~ only $115 from R.C. Hallett's, 843·
9378, lfn
.........
. ....,.....,_,.,.
PR·lO 23 lbs, Reg, $239.95, now .$180. aiku Shop
B42·1HOO. 4114
HEA[,!.,Y DU'FERENT HOUSE, Southeast
hcigMs. Fireplaces, trees, private, $1800 down.
Owner 268-0398. 3/24
HIGH t\I.~TITUDE Wilson •rcnnis balls $2.59 a
can, at the Dike Shop, 84.2·9100. 4/14
1961 PON'l'IAC, 2 door hardtop, perfect condition
$600, 299·6382. 3/22
1972 DATSUN 510, 4 door, automatic, factory air,
below retail, $1650 negotiable funds. 883-0992 af.
!:!!_r 6:00p.m. 3/26
ACCOUSTIC 301, 110 amplifiers, new, .nest offer.
298·985!1, 266·887 4. 3/26
CUSTOM BUILT BEAUTY 4 br/dcn, pool & bath
house, 1017 Gbrd NE, Fred Torres Realtor. Ask
for Tony 265-9333, evenings 242·2279. 4/2
TAKUMAR (PEMTAX) l35mm, f3.5 lens wHh
case, $170 vaJuQ, now $75. Perfect condition. Call
242·2107'. 3/26
1973 HO DA Z 50, excullent condition, 299.·2365,
277-4721 Ada, 3/26

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

~~.-.~

6.

FOR CREATIVE HANDMADE clothing & crafts.
Hand SH\eh Co-op, 2000 Central SJ,i.:, 247-4498, 10·
~~~-·New -~mbe~ wcf~~c::..!~~!__. __

NEEDED, Antiques, old furniture, junk, leather
and fur coats-Cash Paid-Anything Goes L~d.
1706 Central SE, 243·6464. 3/23
''HA )'WIRE MUSIC!" Wednesday night Penguin
J,Qunge, Friday Okic's, .For hire 243·3632, 877·
5587. _3~/2_3~-

EMPLOYMENT

CJ,OWNS NEEDED to sell balloons at Shopping
Center. Ctlll Gary 881·39;.;.0_6._3.;,../_22______
NOON EMI'I,OYMEN'l', part·time, Monday·
l~rlday !1100·2:00. Apply in person Frontier
Restaurant, 2400 Central SE, 3/26

7.

TRAVEL

lN'ri~RES'l'ED

IN NO-FRILLS low cost jet trn vel
to Europe, Africa, the Middle East, the Far E.ast'/
l~dl!cntiona
Flights has been helping people
travel on a hudgcL with maximum flexibility and
minimum hassle for six ycnrs. For more info call
toll free 800·223·5569. 3/22

Quality clothing for
outdoors people

Did you bother to lock
your bike this morning?
\Uiretlm?
Wlllt be there When

REELOCK rs the first brcycle tockmg system to offer
convcmence and absolute safe!~. The system attaches
to the frame crossmember, and cannot be
removed rn lock posrtron. Charn retracts mto tamper·
proof case when not rn use locks and unlocks rn
second~!

• compact steel case bolls
to frame.
• locks and unlocks rn seconds
• cut, shalter and tamper·proot
• .co~ts Jess than rnadequate
systems

/

1

ORDER NOW!

\

\

'

'

REELOCK

.. ln.WiiW'iMest ~ ~~PlJ#iisrsteM!

Avatlabte only by marl from:
Jhe Wrtlrams Company
370 East lllh Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80203

2·UI SAN PI!DROo r4.E.
AL•UQUI!RQU!!, NEW MEXICO 17110

P\IONE 2Ur8U5

Ne\N Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico
Daily Lobo ---·--- time(s) beginning .._-~- ... ---~. _, under the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals'; i Lost & Found; 3. Services: 4! For Rent; ~
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
15ct per word, $1.00 rninimum charge
Terms Cash in advance

Ma~ron

Enclosed $ ------ Placed by-~_ .......... -·--·-Telephone

Hall, Room 132

Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

